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Japanese 日本語 term 4, 2019
RECEPTION ELLA – Early Learning Languages Australia is a digital, play based learning

program for Japanese language and culture. Currently there are 7 Apps focussing on different
topics. This year the Receptions have worked through the first 5 Apps – ‘The Playroom’, ‘The
Beach’, ‘The Party’, ‘The Zoo’ and ‘The Circus’.
This term learning will introduce App 6 ‘At the Park’ featuring games and activities commonly
played in Australia and App 7 ‘In the Town’ featuring places and activities commonly found in
Australia using familiar language from Apps 1-6.
Learning Intentions will include ‘responding to and giving simple instructions in Japanese using
action words as well as recognising the meaning of some words written in Japanese.
The AMAZING RACE JAPAN incorporates geography, with
students becoming familiar with what the country looks like and names and locations
of major cities. The activities are for most revision, language maintenance and
consolidation (and some fun). Cultural activities are included.

YEAR 1-2 The AMAZING RACE JAPAN will ‘unpack’ the cultural mnemonics from

the ‘ABC’s of Hiragana’ program.
Each class will be divided into groups to undertake a task connecting a hiragana character with a cultural aspect of
Japan – norimaki – karate- sakura- kimono – setsubun – take – Nihon - and make a Bento lunch box
Learning Intentions will include recognise and begin to write the 46 hiragana symbols, understand that hiragana
represents the basic unit of Japanese sound and apply that knowledge in their communication and
identify similarities and differences between Japanese and their own language cultures.

YEAR 2/3-4 AMAZING RACE JAPAN Each class will be divided into 6 groups, streamed with
varying ability levels to better able groups to work independently. Tasks will consolidate this year’s
learning about sustainability making Bento, developing mapping skills, bingo, karate and manga.
Learning Intentions will include identifying cultural differences in ways of communicating in
Japanese and in their own language, read and write the 46 hiragana as well as high frequency kanji
and apply word order in simple sentences, for example, subject-object-verb.

YEAR 5-7 AMAZING RACE JAPAN Each class will be divided into 6 groups, streamed with varying ability levels to
better able groups to work independently. Tasks will consolidate this year’s learning about sustainability making a
video, grammar structure using Particle Shinkansen model and presenting a play.
Learning Intentions will include using formulaic and modelled language in classroom interactions to carry out
transactions and to share or convey information about daily routines, show concern and interest in others by making
enquiries such as ‘daijoubu?, read high frequency kanji and structure sentences using particles.
SCHOOL VALUES AND LEARNING Japanese form behaviour management
and RESPONSIBILITIES at JAPANESE. It is important that students know
‘what’ the learning intentions are each lesson and ‘why’ it is important.
I encourage all students to ask for help any time they don’t understand.
Regards, Jenny Sensei (Jenny Liivamagi)
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How do I win
THE AMAZING RACE?
RESPECT *
PERSISTENCE
PRIDE
*
TEAMWORK

PE/Health

Health and PE Term 4 2019
Welcome to term 4. Last term was a big term full of many great learning moments in PE and health alike.
Basketball is always received well with the students taking on a range of novel basketball challenges to help
build their confidence and skill levels in relation to handling the ball (dribbling) whilst moving.
Golf was also a hit with students being given the opportunity to display behaviours and skills that require a lot
more focus and control compared to court/field games.
Across all year levels this term, we will be focusing on rolling and bowling, which naturally builds on
principles highlighted in our golf unit and also volleyball to round-off the year.

PE
Weeks 1-5

Weeks 6-10

R-3

4-7

ROLLING / BOWLING ACTIVITIES
- Rolling for accuracy: activities that demand
technique to be ‘lined up’ with target.

ROLLING / BOWLING ACTIVITIES
Rolling for accuracy: activities that demand technique to be
‘lined up’ with target.

- Rolling for weight: activities that require
students to control the amount of power required
to make their ball/bowl stop at a certain distance.

- Rolling for weight: activities that require students to control
the amount of power required to make their ball/bowl stop at a
certain distance.

- Students will be encouraged to display ‘lawn
bowl’ technique performed as two separate
movements ie 1) lunging down to get hand level
with the ground and then, 2) swinging the arm
straight to roll the ball/bowl.

- Students will be encouraged to display ‘lawn bowl’ technique
performed as one whole movements ie lunging down to get hand
level with the ground and swinging the arm straight to roll the
ball/bowl.

Activities:
Roll to the line, Partner roll, Hurdle Roll, Hoop
stop, Target Roll, Stop it on the mat, Middle
mats, Goal roll, Rolling for points etc.
VOLLEYBALL
- Using hand bats to explore ‘hitting’ the ball
with arms. Extending onto digging with hand
bats.

Activities:
Roll to the line, Partner roll, Hurdle Roll, Hoop stop, Target
Roll, Stop it on the mat, Middle mats, Goal roll, Rolling for
points, Bocce ball goal roll, Interceptor, Bocce/Bowl battle,
Team bowl mat match, Set ‘em up knock’ em down etc.
VOLLEYBALL
- Using proper technique for digging and setting.
- Allowing a combination of bouncing, 1 bounce and no bounce
activities.

- Allowing bouncing to encourage longer rallies
Activities:
Dig ball, Wall ball, Dig n Go, Volley pinball,
Don’t let it stop, Piggy in the middle, Dead ball,
Hit it over etc.

Activities:
Wall ball, Dig-set-slam, Dig ball, Dig n Go, Dig/set relay,
Piggies in the middle, Cooperative volleyball, Continuous
digging, 4 square volleyball, Game rotations, Full court game
etc.

Health (R-3): The R-3 students in my health lessons showed awesome enthusiasm for learning that related to

‘how to be your best’ by breaking down how one can purposefully create moments of genuinely felt pride
through focusing on strengths and paying close attention to mistakes, in order to transform such weaknesses
into strengths. The kids really enjoyed lessons related to their body and how it has changed and will continue to
change in the future, whilst being quizzed on bone and muscle knowledge.
This term we will focus on dealing with situations that make them feel personally, socially and academically
uncomfortable by reinforcing an identity of ‘being strong’ by perceiving challenges as opportunities for growth
and connection with others, whilst making smart judgement calls in relation to when one’s safety is at risk by
assessing risk factors. We will be looking at why some behaviours are pro-social and why some are anti-social
and, through role play, we will explicitly explore what ‘inclusive social behaviour’ looks like.
Regards Sam Breslauer (Mr B)
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Science Learning Overview
“The cosmos is within us. We are made of star-stuff. We are a way for the universe to know
itself.” - Carl Sagan
Term 4 is finally here! I hope you had a great school holidays and are ready for the craziness
of Term 4. Last term students got to explore and investigate Physical Science and learn about
the forces that move us! The older year levels (5, 6, and 7) need to remember this term to
remain focussed and ensure they finish ALL the work set for them.
This term we will be focussing on Biological Science and doing some fun and festive inquiry
later in the term
The following topics will be covered by each year level (for classes with split year levels they
will cover both topics)
Year 1: Learning about the external features of living things and how their environment meets
their needs.
Year 2: Learning about how living things grow and change.
Year 3: Learning about grouping living things and distinguishing between living and nonliving.
Year 4: Learning about life cycles of living things.
Year 5: Learning about the features and adaptations living things have in order to survive.
Year 6: Learning about environmental conditions and how this impacts the survival of living
things.
Year 7: Learning about scientific classification of animals.

Please feel free to email me if you would like more information about
the topics your child is learning, and/or about any assessment pieces
they have.
Regards
Katy Veljanovski
katy.veljanovski842@schools.sa.edu.au
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